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Can you dig it?

It is always lovely to hear from our former pupils. In a 
school where we ask our pupils to give of their very best 
and to take pride in their achievements, it is a pleasure to 
invite you to read Izzy’s story of life after Woldgate.
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Izzy, when you were here, we wished you a very happy and successful life – we are 
proud that you are doing just that! Keep being brilliant!

“While it may not always go exactly to plan on Results Day, things 
that may appear to be a change of plan, might be even better than 
what you had originally imagined.” Izzy Sinclair

My name is Izzy and I studied at Woldgate between 2012–2019 through both GCSEs and A-Levels. I was always interested 

in the Humanities subjects in Lower School and progressed this interest to A-Levels, studying English Literature, History 

and Art. I have recently finished my final year at university studying Archaeology and History however, doing a Degree in 

Archaeology was something I really wasn’t expecting, even on A-Level Results Day.

Through my last year at Sixth Form I struggled to decide on 

exactly what path I wanted my further study to continue down. 

I have found I am someone with an interest in a lot of things 

and was wary of narrowing my options. As I had, and really 

still have, no solid career plans I chose to apply to Edinburgh, 

Newcastle and Northumbria to study History. This was the 

subject I enjoyed learning about the most and I also thought it 

was something that would allow me to explore a lot of future 

careers.

When it came to Results Day, I was religiously checking the 

UCAS website the minute the results were posted, only to find 

I had been rejected from my firm choice, Newcastle. I think 

to describe what I felt as panic is a mild understatement. I 

completely catastrophised what I might have gotten, however, 

after I almost sprinted down to school it turns out I had only 

missed my firm choice by one grade. The lovely Sixth Form team 

calmed me down and explained I might still be able to get a 

place, just to ring up and see what they said. It was super simple, 

and in my head surprisingly quick to sort. I rang up the clearing 

line and was offered a place to study History and Archaeology.

First year was very geared towards showing us what studying 

Archaeology as opposed to History entailed. It is a much more 

practical and problem-solving subject, the further you go back 

especially, there are some things that are accepted that we will 

never know because of a lack of information. This is a very different 

way of working than looking at written primary sources that I imagine 

many of you are used to piecing together to see a historical picture. In the 

case of Neolithic Archaeology, the period I am now most versed in after my 

dissertation, we may only have some tiny pottery remains, the earth or stone remains 

of monuments and little bits of bones to put together a picture of people’s lives. I find this 

fascinating and studying it has been so eye opening to different ways of living.
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My second and third years have been a little different, as 

has everyone’s lives the past couple of years thanks to the 

COVID-19. I was very lucky to make some amazing friends 

in my first year by joining the women’s rugby team and 

via my course. This meant that even though all teaching 

was online in second year and everyone was very cut off 

from one another, I had a large house full of lovely friends 

as well as the rugby team, which I was also in charge of 

sponsorship and communications for. So, this aspect of my 

life at university, as well as, the course I have studied, has 

been a lovely, unexpected surprise.

I undertook a month of archaeological field work (the 

actual digging part) between second and third year which 

was an incredible experience! I was at a site on Hadrian’s 

Wall, Birdoswald for two weeks which has recently 

been on the BBC show ‘Digging for Britain’, I very much 

had my two seconds of on screen fame! I then did two 

additional weeks, one in Stirling and one in Swaledale. 

These experiences, which I had no idea what to expect 

going into them, have made me really consider a career in 

commercial archaeology, digging for a living for a little bit.

Third year has been very hectic but also incredibly 

rewarding and enjoyable. I decided to try and get a job in 

the summer between second and third year wanting to 

try and make up for the involvement in the city that Covid 

had meant I had missed. I got a job at The Old Coal Yard, 

a brewery and tap room in a lovely part of Newcastle. 

While this has been full on with writing a dissertation, other 

modules, sport and having a social life it has helped me 

feel like I am really part of a community within the city 

and is something I would recommend to others going to 

university in other places.

I have just completed my dissertation looking at gender 

presentations in the Neolithic period, this marking the 

end of my degree. I now hope to explore commercial 

archaeology over the next year or so while continuing 

my job and seeing what takes my fancy next. I hope my 

experience of applying and going to university may serve 

as a reminder for those about to start, or are in the midst 

of their exams, that while it may not always go exactly to 

plan on results day things that may appear to be a change 

of plan might be even better than what you had originally 

imagined.

Good luck to all and I hope everyone at Woldgate is doing 

well!
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SOCIOLOGY

Mrs McDaid writes:
The overall aim in Sociology is to encourage students to look at the world in a more 
critical way and question why society functions in the way that it does. We hope that 
studying Sociology at Woldgate will encourage students to become more curious 
about the world and the institutions which impact our lives.
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In Year 12 we are currently studying the family and 

have recently been focusing on the experience 

of childhood. We introduced the topic by having 

students undertake their own sociological research 

by writing an interview frame and then conducting 

an unstructured interview with an elderly relative 

on their experience of childhood. It made for some 

interesting conversations when comparing their 

experiences of school and family life etc. to more 

contemporary ones! Amelia Beck’s interview was 

particularly well planned and executed. 

We are exploring the concept of childhood as a 

social construct and as part of this discussion we 

have considered how children in the UK experience 

childhood differently from children around the 

world, as well as intra-cultural differences between 

children based on their social class, ethnicity, or 

gender. 

Some of these differences have becoming increasingly apparent as 

recent research suggests that 4.3 million children and young people 

in the UK are growing up trapped in poverty. This means 30% of 

children, or nine pupils in every classroom of 30 pupils, are officially 

poor. Students have considered the impact this will have on children 

in terms of education, family life, and their future life chances. 

Hopefully developing understanding of different social groups in this 

way will encourage our students to see the world with tolerance and 

understanding.
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Headteacher’s  

Welcome

I do hope you found time over the holiday to relax and be with family. The weeks 
ahead will bring many exciting opportunities for our children, as we return following 
the pandemic to host those events that define our school and, for me, mark the 
journey of our extraordinary children and families.

Prom

I am so looking forward to the Year 11 and Year 13 Proms. It is these events that mark, especially for our children in Year 11, 

a unique milestone as they complete their studies and prepare to transition to Sixth Form, an apprenticeship or the start of 

a career. These moments are as special for our pupils and students as they are for parents. I know many of you in Year 11 

enjoyed the celebration event held by Mrs Atkinson a few weeks ago and I look forward to seeing you once again as we 

recognise the journey and wonder how our children have changed so much, in what seems like months rather than years. I 

know from speaking to many, just how excited they are by this opportunity. I would also like to thank colleagues who have 

with real gusto made this happen through organising the events – thank you for giving our children this unique opportunity. 

So, time to celebrate once again and what fabulous locations await – thank you to Barmbyfields Barns (Year 11) and the 

Cosy Club (Year 13).

School Walk

Another great tradition will also resume and colleagues have already started making preparations for the hike across the 

Yorkshire Wolds that will mark the end of the academic year and allow us all, as a community, to celebrate the beauty of 

this soon to be area of outstanding natural beauty. For our new parents, the route is rather challenging, so children will 

need walking boots or at least, sensible footwear, water, a snack and many layers of clothing, including a waterproof. At up 

to ten miles with a route through the different peaks and troughs of the dales, the walk is largely on well-trodden trails but 

risks of falls or trips due to uneven ground do occur, especially with rabbit holes, so children will need to consider these 

Newsletter
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Key Dates

Summer Term 2022

Monday 25 April –  
Friday 27 May

Bank Holiday –  
Monday 2 May

Monday 6 June –  
Friday 22 July

Staff Training Days

Monday 25 July 2022

more practical challenges when opting what to wear (especially footwear). 

It is, though, a truly amazing day and the beauty, as well as the numerous 

conversations, do make this a rather special event.

Woldgate School Awards Evening in 
partnership with York University

The Summer Soiree will this year, as previously mentioned, take place at York 

University and will be a more formal evening of music, including a presentation 

by a guest speaker and an evening of awards to recognise the achievements of 

our children. Mr Sloman, who will be acting as the Master of Ceremonies for the 

evening, is currently working with the university and colleagues within school to 

finalise the arrangements for the event. We hope to provide a fun evening and to 

also recognise the extraordinary work of our children. An evening we now hope 

to repeat, until it becomes part of our exciting annual enrichment programme.

Do have a good weekend and my colleagues will be updating on these events 

nearer the time.

Mr J Britton 
Headteacher
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Ms Minton writes:

I always feel immensely proud when pupils display acts of great 
character and this week, I would like to celebrate some amazing 

individuals in Year 7 who have done just that. Evelyn took part a few weeks ago, in a 
very special sponsored swim which she kindly shared with me this week:

“On Saturday 7th May 2022, I took part in 

a sponsored swim with my swim school 

in memory of Louise who was a teacher 

and friend of the school. Louise sadly lost 

her battle against a grade 4 brain tumour 

in January this year despite treatment that 

she had been receiving for three years.

The aim was to swim a total of 33 miles, a 

mile for each year of Louise’s life. We held 

our fundraiser on what would have been 

Louise’s 34th birthday as we felt that this 

was an amazing way to celebrate her life. 

Louise was extremely passionate about teaching swimming and loved seeing her swimmers make progress.

We raised money for three charities:

• Level Water, who use swimming to improve the lives of children with disabilities

• St Leonard’s Hospice where Louise was looked after by fantastic staff in her final weeks.

• Brain Tumour Research- in the hope that the money raised could help contribute to further research and 

developments.

Lower School
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The day started early at 8.30am, and we finally reached our target at 4.00pm. 33 miles of the pool was 3531 lengths. A total 

of 31 people took part in the day, both adults and juniors, and we beat our target by completing 3600 lengths in total. We 

raised over £1500. I was able to contribute 261 lengths over the course of the day which was 2.5 miles. This was the 4th 

largest distance covered, with the top three all being adult swimmers. I was really proud of my achievement and happy to 

have been able to contribute to such a wonderful and yet emotional event.”

I know that Louise would have enjoyed the day and we are very grateful that her family were able to come and swim with us.

Evelyn, we are so incredibly proud of you- not only of your athletic ability but also the character you have shown by 

supporting such a worthwhile event- a massive well done.

Ryan and William have been hard at work each lunchtime looking after our school environment by getting the litter pickers 

out. The field has been spotless boys and your dedication has been noted- thank you for all your hard work!

Ms Minton 
Head of Lower School
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Jockey Training Camp

During half-term, I attended the National Horse Racing College in Doncaster, for a 
week training to become a flat Jockey. Horses are my passion, and I got the chance 
to take my horse Frazer to experience this with me. We have been together for over 
a year and that time, have won several competition, as well as, represented school at 
the National School Championships last year.

At this training camp, the aim was to experience the life of a jockey for a week, using their training simulators, riding out, 

going behind the scenes at Nottingham races and even meeting the jockey, James Doyle! We used some of the best gallops 

in the country, had some of the best 

instructors and worked incredibly hard. 

Additionally, we had to get up early every 

morning to ensure that our horses were 

in perfect condition for their day ahead. 

When galloping at full speed, you can 

achieve speeds of 30–40 MPH, so you 

must have complete trust in your horse 

and the people you are riding against, as 

one bump can cause severe injury. 

The training camp has proven to me that 

I would like to take this opportunity to 

the next level, with an application for a 

scholarship to the NHC to progress to 

Apprentice Level, at a top yard in the 

country. Watch this space!

Eloise D

Eloise D writes:

Upper School
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Getting ready for Mock Exams—Year 10

Your child has been issued with a Revision Pack, which includes a hard cover book, post-it notes and 
highlighters. This, along with the Revision Wall Planner, will help them to get organised. Please find 
below, a flyer on the Importance of Mocks and some top tips from students. It is great to see that 71% 
of Year 10s have now logged on to GCSEPod. Please continue to encourage your child to use this 
resource, along with the lessons on MyLearning and to complete all homework tasks set by staff.

Mock exams begin on the week beginning June 27th, for pupils who take Spanish and French and 
for all other pupils, on July 4th. Pupils will be issued with a personalised timetable. Please get in 
touch if you have any questions.

Mrs Atkinson 
Head of Upper School
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Miss Smith writes:

Over the last few weeks, I have routinely watched a small number of Year 
12 students disappear down the corridor to the music rooms. Further 

enquiry revealed that we have a group of students who are currently in rehearsals 
and preparing to participate in the Battle of the Bands. 

This year’s Battle of the Band’s competition will take place on Friday 1st July at Bridlington Spa and offers bands the opportunity 

to experience a professional sound check, work with professional sound engineers and play on a stage that will have been 

used only a few nights earlier by Rag‘N’Bone Man and will host Mcfly, James Arthur and Jimmy Carr later this summer. 

Participation in the Battle of the Bands competition requires bands to perform two songs, these can either be covers or original 

songs or a mixture of the two. Performers will be judged by two local influential members of the music community. Judging 

will focus on band performance, tuning, balance, rhythmical accuracy, style, interpretation, ensemble skills and composition. 

Currently Year 12 students Georgie, Josh, Scott and Adam are regularly in rehearsal preparing for this evening and are 

working on confirming the songs that they 

will play. Currently, they have decided their 

first song which will be a cover and are 

undecided regarding their second song but are 

considering playing an original song. Although 

their performance isn’t yet fully confirmed, they 

have now confirmed their band name and after 

much deliberation will be performing as The 

Kingmakers—a nod to their A-Level History 

studies. 

We all wish them well for the 1st July and I look 

forward to sharing further details regarding this 

event before the end of term. 

Miss K Smith 

Head of Sixth Form

Sixth Form
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Remarkable New Record Set at Local Schools 

Clay Shoot – Top Guns Outstanding,  

Great Promise from Newcomers

This year’s clay shoot for the Malcom 
Midgley Memorial Schools Challenge 
Trophy took place on Sunday 8 May. 
It is an annual competition in which 
Woldgate pupils and students compete 
against members of other local schools 
and colleges. For most of its now 34 
years history, the shoot was held at 
the former North Wolds Gun Club. 
Malcolm Midgley, who was the chairman 
and father figure of that club, was 
responsible for initiating the shoots back 
in 1989 and for their continuation for 
most of its existence since. Soon after 
Malcolm’s sad passing a few years ago, 
the club unfortunately lost its ground 
and had to disband. The school shoots 
however continue to take place and 
flourish thanks to the generosity and 
expertise of Derwent Valley Gun Club 
members who stepped in and have done 
such an excellent job of hosting the 
events in recent years.

This year, participants and their families enjoyed a beautiful 

sunny afternoon, in and out of the dappled shade of the 

ground’s woodland setting. A stiff breeze was hardly felt at 

ground level, but was made noticeable as certain relatively 

“straight-forward” targets, climbing above tree height, 

became very tricky as they were blown slightly off course.

The competition is split into two age groups. “Juniors” are 

school Year 9 and below, “Seniors” between school years 

10 and 13. Trophies to keep are awarded to the first three in 

each age section.

The number of entries in both sections was down a little 

on recent years, but there was still good competition for 

places as the afternoon progressed. Each competitor faced 

25 clays, five from each of five very different “stands.”

Third In Juniors was Will T of Kelvin Hall School, Hull, 

breaking 9 of his clay targets, a very respectable score for 

someone attending only his third school shoot. One better 

than Will was Theo K of Pocklington School with 10, a very 

sound score in what was only his second school shoot. The 

clear winner, with 13 clays, was Harry W of Woldgate, the 

most experienced of the Juniors present on the day. Harry 

is already shaping up to be a very good Senior in a year’s 

time.

In the Seniors, Harvey B of Woldgate scored 14.

We then move on to the most senior and experienced of 

the Seniors competing, Matt S (formerly Woldgate, now 

York College) and Ross T (formerly Woldgate, now Bishop 

Burton College). The excellent score of 21 by Ross was just 

marginally bettered by Matt’s 22. The two have consistently 

been at the top of their game in school shoots over the 

past few years, clearly setting an outstanding standard 

for others to try to emulate. Matt has come out on top 

on the majority of occasions, though Ross did narrowly 

beat his arch rival on one recent occasion, a shoot held in 

September 2021. On this most recent occasion however, 

Matt came out on top. As overall “high gun,” he was 

awarded the perpetual Malcolm Midgley Memorial Schools 

Challenge Trophy to hold (and dust and polish!) for yet 

another year. In fact he brought the trophy from home, 

to the ground, at the beginning of the afternoon, having 

now won it on three consecutive occasions – 2019, 2021 

and 2022. Missing of course is 2020 when the event was 
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cancelled because of the pandemic. This is a remarkable hat-trick of wins, never previously achieved in the history of the 

event which goes back all those years.

New this year, running alongside the main event, was a “Beginners” shoot for young pupils with little or no previous 

experience of the sport. These were all aged between school years six and eight. They each faced twenty clays which were, 

appropriately, significantly less challenging than those in the main competition. There were two types of target, ten of each.

The standards produced by the Beginners was quite remarkable, under the expert guidance of the club’s two experienced 

instructors. In fact, eight of the Beginners broke at least 15 of their 20 clays. Jerry K (Pocklington School) and George F 

(Bubwith Primary) were both on 15, just behind Grace T (Woldgate) and Ben S (Market Weighton) both on 16. A score of 17 

came from Mason C (Market Weighton) Rupert S and Louie P (both Woldgate). Top of the beginners, with an outstanding 

18 was Lucia M (Market Weighton). A big well done to all the Beginners. Performances as good as this could well see some 

promotions to the main competition for the next shoot on 26 June.

Report provided by Chris Spencer, event organiser (chris.j.spencer3210@gmail.com)

Results of Local Schools Clay Shoot for the Malcom Midgley 
Memorial Schools Challenge Trophy

This is an annual shoot in which Woldgate pupils and students compete against members of other local schools and 

colleges. This year’s event took place on Sunday 8 May.

“Juniors” – up to and including Year 9.

3rd was Will T of Kelvin Hall School, Hull ..............................................................................breaking 9/25 clays

2nd was Theo K of Pocklington School .................................................................................breaking 10/25 clays 

1st was Harry W of Woldgate (9LCH) ......................................................................................breaking 13/25 clays

“Seniors” – Year 10 and above.

3rd was Harvey B of Woldgate (10NSC) .................................................................................breaking 14/25 clays

2nd was Ross T, formerly Woldgate, now Bishop Burton College ...................................breaking 21/25 clays

1st was Matt S, formerly Woldgate, now York College .......................................................breaking 22/25 clays

All six of these won trophies to keep.
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Safeguarding at 
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:

Protecting your child from radicalisation

It can be very difficult for parents and carers to know what to do if you are 
concerned about the possible radicalisation of your child. In particular, children and 
young people are increasingly at risk of being exposed to extremist views online. We 
have included some advice and useful weblinks below to help you to support your 
child.

Firstly, it is important to understand some important definitions. Extremism is vocal or active opposition to fundamental 

British values, including democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and 

beliefs.

Radicalisation is the process through which a person comes to support or be involved in extremist ideologies. It can result in 

a person becoming drawn into terrorism and is in itself a form of harm.

What families can do to protect children from radicalisation?

Talk early

Many young people hang onto ideas which they feel empower them and give them purpose. This is often a 

Cont. Over
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great thing, but families should engage with them 

on the issues they find dear. Attempting to out 

think or counter them directly may not be the best 

approach, but taking a ‘I understand why you are 

interested in this’ method is a way of shaping the 

progression of their thought process, so show an 

interest in your child’s habits.

Speak with school

Schools are in an ideal place to notice the 

development of extremism in vulnerable children 

before the idea becomes firmly rooted in their 

minds. Teachers, Teaching Assistants and Care 

and Achievement Coordinators have to work 

to prevent children from being drawn into 

radicalisation, and we are here there to work 

with you on safeguarding your child. If you have 

concerns that your children are headed down 

the path of radicalisation, you should contact 

us immediately so we can connect you with a 

specialist for help.

Don’t panic, but be vigilant

It is important that parents and carers understand 

how the internet works and how extremists 

use the internet to communicate. You can do 

this by talking with children about who they 

communicate with online and the types of 

websites they visit. Parents and carers can explain 

to their children how information on the internet 

can be manipulated so that children can separate 

truth from propaganda, and teach them about 

critical thinking.

More help and support can be found at www.

nspcc.org.uk

If you have any queries or concerns regarding 
your child, please do contact, please do contact 
Mr Sloman (Designated Safeguarding Lead) or 
Mrs Wright (Deputy Designated Safeguarding 
Lead).

Mr L Sloman 
Deputy Headteacher 
Head of Care and Achievement
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STARS 
Update
Mr Barrett writes:

Skills for Life update

As part of the Skills for Life programme at the school, pupils 

focus on one of six key skills per half term. These are skills 

that have been highlighted by employers and industry bodies 

as vital skills for the workplace that young people often lack. 

It is hoped that by focusing on these key skills over a young 

person’s time at Woldgate they will stand out from the pack 

when it comes to applications and interviews. The focus for 

this half term is creativity. 

This half term in their STARS sessions, Year 7 will be continuing 

to explore the ‘healthy body, healthy minds’ module that they 

started before half term. Once they finish this, pupils will end 

the term by looking at how they as global citizens can make 

a difference. Pupils will engage with the ‘Send My Friend to 

School’ initiative to explore the barriers that exist across the world stopping young people going to school and consider how 

people in other countries can help.

Careers update

The demand for professionals with digital and cyber security skills continues to grow. Cyber Explorers, an initiative led by the 

Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), is a learning platform set in a virtual world where 11–14-year-olds 

can uncover how digital, computing and cyber security skills are integral to successful career paths.

Through Cyber Explorers, young people can discover how to safely navigate the risks posed by the modern online world and 

future world of work, gaining skills that employers recognise and need.

Cyber Explorers introduces young people to key concepts and demystifies cyber security careers in a fun and engaging 

online learning experience. It showcases how these skills are linked to real world situations, through immersive activities and 

challenges.

Citizens of Cyber City need help! Cyber Explorers come and select a challenge and join a citizen on a journey of discovery 

to a successful career. Along the way they will learn that technology is the future for everyone - it plays a vital role in daily 

life and almost all careers. But all technology needs to be used safely and securely. Along with the help of both the friendly 

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual 
respect and tolerance.

To do this we will:

 Always be honest and fair.

 Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.

 Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.

 Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an effective role in our local, national and   

 global communities.

S
SOCIETY
Of great Character.

R E A C H
FOR THE A family of schools

with shared values
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Of great Merit.

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with 
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.

To do this we will:

 Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.

 Arrive on time for lessons.

 Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.

 Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our   

 ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.

A
APPEARANCE

Of great Value.

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our 
appearance.

To do this we will:

 Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.

 Wear the correct uniform at all times.

 Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.

 Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our    

 achievements, developing our own self-confidence and self-esteem.

 

R
RESPONSIBILITY

Of great Character.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own 
behaviour and learning.

To do this we will:

 Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.

 Do our homework quickly and return it on time.

 Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.

 Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and financial awareness, in order to   

 understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences  

 that await us in later life.

S
SAFETY
Of great Value.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another 
harm through our words or actions. 

To do this we will:

 Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.

 Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use offensive language.

 Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible, 

 whilst travelling to and from school.

 Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and   

 prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.
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Nasal Flu Vaccine
We have received our instructions for conducting the Flu program this 
winter season, unfortunately Public Health England have made the 
decision not to offer the nasal flu vaccine to children in Years 7–11 this 
flu season. 

Please see the link below for information:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-flu-
immunisation-programme-plan/national-flu-immunisation-programme-
2022-to-2023-letter

Dear Parents,

Public Health England are not providing the Nasal Flu Spray vaccine at 
school for children in Years 7–11 this flu season, if your child usually has 
a Nasal Flu Spray due to medical reasons, please contact your child’s GP 
direct from 1st October onwards to organise vaccination.

Kind Regards,

Nichola Martin 
Vaccine Coordinator East Riding

Cyber Ranger and the knowledgeable 

Cyber Squad, each citizen explores 

scenarios. Through a mix of engaging 

activities from games, quizzes, puzzles to 

challenges, young people will learn how 

to broaden their thinking, make smarter 

choices and develop essential cyber 

security skills. Collecting badges along 

the way, Cyber Explorers head towards 

the ultimate challenge in a bid to save 

Cyber City.

Pupils will be able to use the knowledge 

and skills they have gained to stop a 

cyber-attack, demonstrating how they 

could contribute to keeping our world 

a safer place to live in. These real-world 

skills will be invaluable to them in their 

lives and future careers.

If any pupils in Year 7-9 are interested, 

you can visit cyberexplorers.co.uk or see 

Mr Barrett in T4.

Accelerated Reader… The results are in!

Total words read: 42,607,218 (+ 1,028,798 since last week) 

Reader of the week: Hannah (8DLN) 

Form of the week: 8DLN 

Year group leader boards (words read since September)

Year 7

1. 7BER – 2,490,910 

2. 7RPA – 2,361,900

3. 7NTE – 2,090,827

Year 8

1. 8DLN – 6,061,973

2. 8SJW – 3,863,121

3. 8BSC –3,719,799

Year 9

1. 9JMR – 3,193,574

2. 9HTA – 2,141,974

3. 9LCH – 1,238,654
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The photograph from the archives this week is entitled ‘Woldgate Mid 60s’

The title does not seem to do justice to the winners of the end of year trophies who 
are pictured here. What is interesting is that the smart uniform has come full circle 

and our pupils today are dressed smartly like the photograph shown here.

If you know one of the people in this trip down memory lane, or better still if you 
are one of the winners in this photograph please do get in touch, we look forward 

to hearing from you. 

office@woldgate.net

ME M ORY L A N E
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Rewards
Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, 

character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and 

achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils 

understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and 

a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT 279,887

A
ct

s 
of

 G
re

at TOTAL 
REWARD 
POINTS:

555,381VALUE 33,817

CHARACTER 21,376

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for 

exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute 

to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

122,659 122,863

128,399

111,511109,868
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Acts of Great Merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially 

deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production 

of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an 

outstanding assessment outcome.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Lola Higson

Year 8:  Emma Wood

Year 9:  Matthew Chapman

Year 10: Joshua Richards

Year 11: Georgie Dawson

Year 12: Claire Farmery

Year 13: Isabella Aaltio

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, 

demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively 

engaging with the wider community.

The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this 

week are:

Year 7:  Freya Evans

Year 8:  Lewis Glover

Year 9:  Charlie Gregory 

Year 10: Joshua Eborall

Year 11: Christian Duke

Year 12: Ewan Bishop

Year 13: James Cousins

Acts of Great Value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those 

acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For 

instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence, 

to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Amelia Pearson

Year 8:  Eden Mills

Year 9:  Lily Cartwright

Year 10: George Butterley

Year 11: Ramsey Davis-Holmes

Year 12: Abbie Beadman

Year 13: Laura Cirstea

Please discuss these values with 
your child, and do regularly look 

at your child’s rewards on the 
ClassCharts Parents’ App.

Every week, our Newsletter 
and weekly pupil briefing 

highlights examples of our pupils 
demonstrating each of these 

values, and we encourage all of 
our pupils to embody each of 

these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement Coordinators

Year 7
Mrs L Cavanagh

07790 987139

lcavanagh@woldgate.net

Year 10
Mr M Elwers

07790 987131

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 8
Mrs A Carlill

07980 702715

acarlill@woldgate.net

Year 11
Mrs H Cross

07790 987142

hcross@woldgate.net

Year 9
Miss G Parkin

07790 987137

gparkin@woldgate.net

Sixth Form
Mrs S Clark

07790 987009

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright 

07790 987007 

cwright@woldgate.net
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